STONE VENEER TECHNICAL DATA

1. MANUFACTURER:
   Prestige Stone Products LLC.
   9290 Winesburg Road
   Dundee, OH 44624
   Phone: 330.439.5318 Fax: 330.439.5319
   e-mail: sales.prestigestone@gmail.com
   Web: www.prestigestoneproducts.com

2. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION:
   - BASIC USE
     Prestige Stone Products veneer stone is a lightweight concrete facade designed for use on exterior or interior walls. These products are not intended for structural use, and because they are lightweight products they do not require any additional footings. Manufactured stone veneer may be applied to almost any load bearing wall, wood frame, steel, or masonry.
   - COMPOSITION AND MATERIALS
     Prestige Stone Products are produced from a combination of Portland cement, lightweight aggregates, and permanent mineral oxide colors. The products are manufactured in molds which are produced from natural stone.
   - PRODUCTS
     Stone Veneer – Flats and corners in twelve styles.
     Hearthstone – One style.
     Window Trim, Window Sills, Rowlocks, Salvaged Wood Trim, Brick Window Sills, and Brick Window Trim.
     Keystones – One style.
     Wall caps and Pier caps – Flat in various sizes.
   - SIZES AND SHAPES
     Prestige Stone Products will vary in size and shape. See the company’s current literature for detailed information on the size of each stone product. Stone thickness will vary from 1 1/2” - 2” (38.1 - 51 mm )

3. TECHNICAL DATA

   Compressive Strength – In accordance ASTM C39 - 6760 PSI
   Absorption – ASTM C1195 – 14.7%  
   Split Tensile Test ASTM C496 – 499 PSI
   Freeze / Thaw - (C67 ) No disintegration and less than .2% weight loss
   Fire Rating - Zero flame spread, Zero smoke developed, Zero fuel contributed
   Color retention – Permanent mineral oxide color
   Veneer Unit Weight – 10-12 lbs. Installed